OR2014 Hydra attendees

Please add your name to the list below if you are attending Open Repositories 2014. Look out for opportunities to meet up (to be arranged).

There is a OR2014 Hydra Table sign up at the event, on the mezzanine floor (labelled 1 1/2). Please sign up to help staff this during breaks and ensure that those who are curious have someone to talk to about Hydra.

- Chris Awre (University of Hull)
- Ben Albritton (Stanford University)
- Chris Beer (Stanford University)
- Mark Bussey (Data Curation Experts)
- Kathryn Cassidy (TCD/DRI)
- Anders Conrad (Royal Library, Denmark)
- Tom Cramer (Stanford University)
- Jon Dunn (Indiana University)
- Hannah Frost (Stanford University)
- Mike Giarlo (Penn State)
- Richard Green (University of Hull)
- Darren Hardy (Stanford University)
- Christen Hedegaard (Royal Library, Denmark)
- Patricia Hswe (Penn State)
- Claus Jensen (Royal Library, Denmark)
- Rick Johnson (U. of Notre Dame)
- Tom Johnson (Oregon State University)
- Stuart Kenny (TCD/DRI)
- Bess Sadler (Stanford University)
- Rob Sanderson (Stanford University)
- Stu Snydman (Stanford University)
- Jimmy Tang (TCD/DRI)
- Peter Tiernan (TCD/DRI)
- Michael Tribone (Penn State)
- Linda Newman (University of Cincinnati)
- Michael Dula (Yale)
- Eric James (Yale)
- Euan Cochrane (Yale)